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Molecular Electronic Structures of Transition
Metal Complexes II - David Michael P. Mingos
2012-01-11
T. Ziegler: A Chronicle About the Development
of Electronic Structure Theories for Transition
Metal Complexes.- J. Linderberg: Orbital Models
and Electronic Structure Theory.- J.S. and J.E.
Avery: Sturmians and Generalized Sturmians in
Quantum Theory.- B.T Sutcliffe: Chemistry as a
“Manifestation of Quantum Phenomena” and the
Born–Oppenheimer Approximation?- A.J.
McCaffery: From Ligand Field Theory to
Molecular Collision Dynamics: A Common
Thread of Angular Momentum.- M. Atanasov, D.
Ganyushin, K. Sivalingam and F. Neese: A
Modern First-Principles View on Ligand Field
Theory Through the Eyes of Correlated
Multireference Wavefunctions.- R.S. Berry and
B.M. Smirnov: The Phase Rule: Beyond Myopia
to Understanding.
The Lord of the Rings - Gary Russell 2002
More than five hundred images, ranging from
the earliest pencil sketches and conceptual
drawings to paintings and film stills, document
the art and artistry of the film "The Lord of the
Rings, the Fellowship of the Ring."
The Sign of the Crooked Arrow - Franklin W.
Dixon 1970
The Hardy brothers interrupt their
investigations of jewelry-store holdups to answer
a plea from their cousin on a New Mexico cattle
ranch.
The Miracles of the Namiya General Store Keigo Higashino 2019-09-24
When three delinquents hole up in an abandoned
general store after their most recent robbery, to
their great surprise, a letter drops through the
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mail slot in the store's shutter. This seemingly
simple request for advice sets the trio on a
journey of discovery as, over the course of a
single night, they step into the role of the
kindhearted former shopkeeper who devoted his
waning years to offering thoughtful counsel to
his correspondents. Through the lens of time,
they share insight with those seeking guidance,
and by morning, none of their lives will ever be
the same. By acclaimed author Keigo Higashino,
The Miracles of the Namiya General Store is a
work that has touched the hearts of readers
around the world.
Dark Lover - J.R. Ward 2005-09-06
See where it all began in the first phenomenal
novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling
Black Dagger Brotherhood series... The only
purebred vampire left on the planet and the
leader of the Black Dagger Brotherhood, Wrath
has a score to settle with the slayers who killed
his parents centuries ago. But when his most
trusted fighter is killed—orphaning a half-breed
daughter unaware of her heritage or her
fate—Wrath must put down his dagger and
usher the beautiful female into another world.
Racked by a restlessness in her body that wasn’t
there before, Beth Randall is helpless against
the dangerously sexy man who comes to her at
night with shadows in his eyes. His tales of the
Brotherhood and blood frighten her. Yet his
touch ignites a dawning new hunger—one that
threatens to consume them both... INCLUDES A
NEW LETTER FROM J. R. WARD
The Novice - Thich Nhat Hanh 2011-08-23
Bestselling author and Zen Master Thich Nhat
Hanh transforms an ancient folktale into a
timeless parable of a young woman who dares to
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risk her life for her faith. Born to an aristocratic
family in rural Vietnam, Kinh Tam’s uncommon
beauty and intelligence were obvious to all she
encountered. From an early age she was drawn
to the teachings of Buddha and the rewards of a
monastic life, but to please her family she
agreed to walk the traditional path of marriage.
Throughout her marriage, Kinh Tam’s mind was
devoted to her husband but her heart never
waivered from her true calling. She wanted to be
a monk. And yet Buddhism was still new to
Vietnam and temples accepted only men for
ordination. Making a decision that would forever
change her life, Kinh Tam left town, disguised
herself as a man, and joined a monastery as a
novice. Despite the many challenges of living as
a man, Kinh Tam thrived and became a beloved
member of the community. Years of profound joy
and peace passed until a local woman accuses
the novice of fathering her unborn child. Kinh
Tam is torn between two impossible choices:
keep her secret and endure brutal punishment
or reveal the truth that would prove her
innocence but put an end to her spiritual path.
Facing the unbearable with the boundless heart
of Buddha, her choice forever changes her life,
her country, and her faith. In spare, elegant
prose, Thich Nhat Hanh reminds us that we, too,
face our own injustices and suffering, and by
connecting with love, we can, like Kinh Tam,
discover a mind and heart that are peaceful,
happy, and free.
An Object of Beauty - Steve Martin 2010-11-23
Lacey Yeager is young, captivating, and
ambitious enough to take the NYC art world by
storm. Groomed at Sotheby's and hungry to keep
climbing the social and career ladders put
before her, Lacey charms men and women, old
and young, rich and even richer with her
magnetic charisma and liveliness. Her ascension
to the highest tiers of the city parallel the
soaring heights--and, at times, the dark lows--of
the art world and the country from the late
1990s through today.
Shadow of the Vampire - Meagan Hatfield
2012-11-15
Vampire princess Alexia Feodorovna has been
undead for 125 years, so it's been a while since
any man has made her pulse race. Until Declan
Black. One look at his bronzed body and a fire
like no other consumes her. Then she discovers
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that he's a dragon lord come to take revenge on
the vamps who killed his parents. And claim a
crystal said to imbue its owner with incredible
powers. Alexia is ordered to torture and kill the
dragon lord. Yet with each reckless encounter,
she finds herself consumed by his fiery passion.
A passion Declan battles, as well. Will he be able
to resist the fire of lust she kindles within him
and keep revenge in his heart? Or will he risk
everything to quench the burning desire and
claim the vampire as his own?
Forever Vampire - Michele Hauf 2017-10-01
Award-Winning Author Michele Hauf introduces
a new kind of vampire—one with an undying
need for revenge… Vail the Unwanted is a pureblooded vampire. But raised by Faery, he has
neither home nor peace, and when his aid is
sought in the recovery of a priceless diamond
gown, his price is information. Specifically the
whereabouts of his accursed father. His goal is
revenge, and the supernaturally sexy Lyric, the
icy blond vampiress with whom he must work, is
a distraction he can’t afford. Outwardly as cold
as the diamond dress in which she was
kidnapped, Lyric has her own secrets. Desperate
to break free from her criminal family, she aligns
herself with the brooding Vail. Together they
seek justice while each secretly works for
freedom and a fresh start. For Lyric that means
holding herself apart, even from the smoldering
blue-eyed Vail. For Vail, it means a battle to the
death for revenge—and for a temptress he can’t
deny. Originally published in 2011
Kiss of Midnight - Lara Adrian 2007-05-01
He watches her from across the crowded dance
club, a sensual black-haired stranger who stirs
Gabrielle Maxwell’s deepest fantasies. But
nothing about this night—or this man—is what it
seems. For when Gabrielle witnesses a murder
outside the club, reality shifts into something
dark and deadly. In that shattering instant she is
thrust into a realm she never knew existed—a
realm where vampires stalk the shadows and a
blood war is set to ignite. Lucan Thorne despises
the violence carried out by his lawless brethren.
A vampire himself, Lucan is a Breed warrior,
sworn to protect his kind—and the unwitting
humans existing alongside them—from the
mounting threat of the Rogues. Lucan cannot
risk binding himself to a mortal woman, but
when Gabrielle is targeted by his enemies, he
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has no choice but to bring her into the dark
underworld he commands. Here, in the arms of
the Breed’s formidable leader, Gabrielle will
confront an extraordinary destiny of danger,
seduction, and the darkest pleasures of all. . . .
The Virtual Self - Ben Agger 2008-04-15
The Virtual Self is an engaging and exciting text
that addresses issues relating to our rapidly
changing society, social structure, and
communication needs. In doing so, it addresses
major issues in sociology that inform virtually all
of a student’s course work. Introduces students
to concepts of the self and society in an age of
rapid technology and high speed communication
Examines the relationship between everyday life
and social structure in key domains of
communication, personality, work/family, leisure
and entertainment, and economics Written in a
lively, engaging style for readers without a
sociological background
The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci Leonardo da Vinci 2012-07-12
Volume 1 of 2-volume set. Total of 1,566 extracts
includes writings on painting, sculpture,
architecture, anatomy, mining, inventions, and
music. Dual Italian-English texts, with 186 plates
plus over 500 additional drawings.
Algebra 1: Exploration in Core Math - Holt
McDougal 2012-12-31

and with Ankush, the man she thought she was
in love with. Fast-forward sixteen years, and she
now has two unusual careers: she runs a dogboarding facility and is a gym instructor.
Man Tiger - Eka Kurniawan 2015-09-01
A wry, affecting tale set in a small town on the
Indonesian coast, Man Tiger tells the story of
two interlinked and tormented families and of
Margio, a young man ordinary in all particulars
except that he conceals within himself a
supernatural female white tiger. The inequities
and betrayals of family life coalesce around and
torment this magical being. An explosive act of
violence follows, and its mysterious cause is
unraveled as events progress toward a
heartbreaking revelation. Lyrical and bawdy,
experimental and political, this extraordinary
novel announces the arrival of a powerful new
voice on the global literary stage.
Vengeance is Mine, All Others Pay Cash - Eka
Kurniawan 2017-07-31
Thrilling...an engrossing, emotionally rankling
speed-read...original and sure-footed.’ Big Issue
[UK] Told in short, cinematic bursts, Vengeance
Is Mine, All Others Pay Cash is gloriously pulpy.
Ajo Kawir, a lower-class Javanese teenage boy
excited about sex, likes to spy on fellow villagers
in flagrante, but one night he ends up witnessing
the savage rape of a beautiful crazy woman.
Deeply traumatised, he becomes impotent, turns
to fighting as a way to vent his frustrations.
Vengeance Is Mine, All Others Pay Cash shows
Eka Kurniawan in a gritty, comic, pungent mode
that fans of Quentin Tarantino will appreciate.
But even with its liberal peppering of fights,
high-speed car chases, and ladies heaving with
desire, the novel continues to explore
Kurniawan’s familiar themes of female agency in
a violent and corrupt male world. Eka
Kurniawan was born in 1975 and is the author of
novels, short stories, essays, movie scripts, and
graphic novels. He has been described by the
Jakarta Post as ‘one of the few influential writers
in Indonesia.’ His first novel to be translated into
English, Beauty Is a Wound, was released in
2015. ‘An unusual and provocative novel...A
page turner, and well worth your attention.’ AU
Review ‘[Kurniawan] habitually drives his
narratives between the extreme poles of the
crass and the sublime, the tragic and the
comedic, the surreal and the real.’ South China

The Wedding-Night Affair - Miranda Lee
2011-07-15
She'd fallen in love again—with her ex-husband!
Fiona was the successful co-owner of Five Star
Weddings—the wedding coodinators as far as
Sydney's society set was concerned. Which was
how she got to organize her ex-husband Philip's
forthcoming marriage. Fiona quickly realized
she still loved Philip, but she was determined to
resist the chemistry that still bubbled between
them. Her job was to make sure that the
wedding of the year went without a hitch…even
after the bride made a stunning revelation—and
Fiona found herself agreeing to be Philip's
stand-in wife! they're gorgeous, they're
glamorous…and they're getting married!
It Happens for a Reason - Preeti Shenoy 2014
When Vipasha, Vee to friends, eighteen and
single, makes the decision to have her baby, she
does more than give up her promising modelling
career. She ends up cutting ties with her family,
puncak-bukit-kemesraan-enny-arrow
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Morning Post ‘It’s funny, enraging, and
touching.’ Village Voice ‘I believe the phrase is
“page-turner”’ Words Without Borders
‘Kurniawan gives the reader an original plot
while managing to include a good helping of
black humour, plenty of irony, corruption and a
man who talks to his penis (which occasionally
answers him)...Funny and a bit crazy.’
BookMooch ‘Eka Kurniawan’s English-language
debut, Beauty Is a Wound, was released to much
acclaim in 2015, introducing the Indonesian
writer to a whole new audience. Told in short,
cinematic bursts, his follow-up is gloriously
pulpy as it continues to explore familiar themes
of female agency in a violent and corrupt male
world. Kurniawan is not for the faint-hearted,
but his gritty, comic style will definitely be
appreciated by fans of Quentin Tarantino.’
Readings ‘An arresting portrait of Indonesia’s
struggle for nationhood, delights in obscenity: no
topic is spared from its bloodthirsty brand of
satire.’ New Yorker on Beauty is a Wound
‘Beauty Is a Wound is an epic of a kind that
could only come from the pen of an
Indonesian...Kurniawan’s creative ambition and
scope are traditional in some senses, but his
deeply strange work is profoundly original.’
Australian on Beauty is a Wound
Vampire Academy (book 1) - Richelle Mead
2009-05-26
The international Number 1 bestselling Vampire
Academy series by Richelle Mead is NOW A
MAJOR MOTION PICTURE. Higher Learning.
Higher Stakes. ONLY A TRUE BEST FRIEND
CAN PROTECT YOU FROM IMMORTAL
ENEMIES . . . Lissa Dragomir is a mortal
vampire. She must be protected at all times from
the fiercest and most dangerous vampires of all the ones who will never die. Rose Hathaway is
Lissa's best friend - and her bodyguard. Now,
after two years of illicit freedom, they've been
dragged back inside the iron gates of St.
Vladimir's Academy. The girls must survive a
world of forbidden romances, a ruthless social
scene and terrifying night-time rituals. But
above all, they must never let their guard down,
lest the immortal vampires take Lissa - forever . .
. 'Exciting, empowering and un-put-downable.'
MTV's Hollywood Crush 'We're suckers for it!' Entertainment Weekly Also available in the
Vampire Academy series: Vampire Academy
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(Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2)
Vampire Academy: Shadow Kiss (Book 3)
Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4)
Vampire Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5)
Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6) And
don't miss the bestselling Vampire Academy
spin-off series, Bloodlines: Bloodlines (Book 1)
Bloodlines: The Golden Lily (Book 2) Bloodlines:
The Indigo Spell (Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery
Heart (Book 4) Bloodlines: Silver Shadows (Book
5) www.richellemead.com
Facebook.com/VampireAcademyNovels
Facebook.com/BloodlinesBooks
The Redemption of Philip Thane - Lisa Berne
2021-12-01
The Redemption of Philip Thane is Bridgerton
meets Groundhog Day in this rip-roaring regency
romantic comedy for fans of Julia Quinn, Jane
Austen and Georgette Heyer. ‘One of the most
exciting historical fiction writers in a long time’ –
Julia Quinn, author of the Netflix series
Bridgerton, on Lisa Berne. How many times can
a rake get it wrong . . . before he becomes Mr
Right? Philip Thane – rogue, rake, and scoundrel
extraordinaire – hadn’t wanted to show up in the
little town of Whittlesey to give a speech. He
also didn’t expect to somehow find himself stuck
in time, waking up every morning to live exactly
the same day over and over again. On the plus
side, it’s giving him time to further his
acquaintance with the delightful Miss Margaret
Allen, in town to research the book she’s writing.
And Philip has no doubt she’ll fall starry-eyed
into his arms, just like so many other ladies of
the ton have done before. Yet Miss Allen stands
firm against his wiles, day after day. How is it
even possible? Why won’t she change her mind?
What must he do to win her heart? Maybe, just
maybe, it isn’t Margaret who needs to change,
but rather a certain rogue, who – if only he knew
it – is head over heels in love . . . and badly in
need of redemption.
Valentino Rossi - Stuart Barker 2020-11-12
'AN EXCEPTIONAL READ' - Motor Cycle News
'STUART BARKER IS TO WRITING WHAT
VALENTINO ROSSI IS TO RIDING [...] A MUSTREAD FOR ALL BIKE NUTS' - DAILY MIRROR
'At high speed everything becomes more difficult
and more beautiful. When you're racing at
180mph, the semi-bends become bends, the little
holes become big holes, everything becomes
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extreme and bigger. And then it becomes
beautiful.' Valentino Rossi is an icon: the most
successful and most loved motorcycle racer of all
time, he has transcended MotoGP to become a
symbol of courage, risk and daring. To race for
twenty-three years at the very highest level of
the world's most dangerous sport is
unprecedented. But then, there has never been a
motorcycle racer like Valentino Rossi. He is a
modern-day gladiator, a man who still risks his
life every time he throws a leg over a
motorcycle. Yet for all his two-wheel talents, it is
Rossi's endearing character that has seen him
transcend the sport. His popularity is
phenomenal. For Rossi, every race is a home
race. He turns MotoGP grandstands across the
world a sea of yellow - his traditional lucky
colour. In more than two decades of Grand Prix
racing, Rossi has seen it all. The deaths of rivals
and friends, the glory of his unprecedented
success, serious injuries, fabulous wealth, the
greatest battles ever seen on two wheels, the
infamous on and off-track clashes with his
fiercest rivals . . . Using exclusive new
interviews with those who have been part of
Rossi's story from start to finish, criticallyacclaimed and bestselling motorsport author
Stuart Barker has produced the most in-depth
book ever written about the Italian superstar - a
tale of speed, love and loss, told in full for the
very first time, in all its adrenalin-charged, highoctane glory.
Tropic of Cancer (Harper Perennial Modern
Classics) - Henry Miller 2012-01-30
Miller’s groundbreaking first novel, banned in
Britain for almost thirty years.
Evening Is the Whole Day - Preeta Samarasan
2009-05-12
A “psychologically acute and boldly plotted” tale
of a wealthy, dysfunctional family in Malaysia
(Booklist, starred review). Set in Malaysia, this
internationally acclaimed debut novel offers an
unflinching look at relationships between
parents and children, brothers and sisters, the
wealthy and poor, a country and its citizens—all
through the eyes of the prosperous
Rajasekharan family. When Chellam, the family’s
rubber-plantation-bred servant girl, is dismissed
for unnamed crimes, her banishment is the latest
in a series of losses that have shaken six-year-old
Aasha’s life. A few weeks before, Aasha’s
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grandmother Paati passed away under
mysterious circumstances and her older sister,
Uma, departed for Columbia University—leaving
Aasha to cope with her mostly absent father,
bitter mother, and imperturbable older brother.
Moving backward and forward in time, Evening
Is the Whole Day explores the closely guarded
secrets that haunt the Rajasekharans: What was
Chellam’s unforgivable crime? Why was Uma so
intent on leaving? What did Aasha see? And,
underscoring all of these mysteries: What
ultimately became of her father’s once-grand
dreams for his family and his country? “A
delicious first novel . . . [Samarasan’s] ambitious,
spiraling plot, her richly embroidered prose, her
sense of place, and her psychological acuity are
stunning.” —The New York Times Book Review
“A surpassingly wise and beautiful debut novel
about the tragic consequences of the inability to
love.” —Booklist, starred review “The language
bursts with energy.” —Publishers Weekly
Bonded by Blood - Laurie London 2011-02-01
Movie location scout Mackenzie Foster-Shaw
has always known that she's cursed to die
young. No one can protect her from the evil that
has stalked her family for generations—vampires
who crave her rare blood type. Until one
afternoon in a wooded cemetery, she encounters
an impossibly sexy stranger, a man she must
trust with her life. For Dominic, a man haunted
by loss, Mackenzie satisfies a primal hunger that
torments him—and the bond they share goes
beyond heat, beyond love. She alone can supply
the strength he needs to claim his revenge. But
in doing so, he could destroy her….
Wanita yang Ingin Hilang Ingatan - Ahmad
Rusdy 2022-01-28
Bastian menikahi Ran Maharani, wanita yang
memiliki trauma pasca pelecehan seksual yang
diterima saat SMA. Hampir putus asa setelah
gagal mencoba macam-macam cara untuk
menyembuhkan trauma istrinya, di satu hari,
Bastian memutuskan mencari pria yang dahulu
melecehkan Ran. "Tema yang diangkat dalam
buku Wanita yang Ingin Hilang Ingatan
sebenarnya berat dan sensitif, tapi Ahmad Rusdy
mampu meramunya dengan tepat—dengan
penyampaian yang ringan dan sedikit
komikal—sehingga mudah dinikmati.
Penuturannya lincah dan membumi, diselingi
humor getir yang membuat pembaca tersenyum
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miris." —Rafael Yanuar (Penulis) "Sudut
pandang seorang laki-laki tentang trauma
perempuan-perempuan yang mengalami
pelecehan seksual. Dipenuhi karakter-karakter
yang memberi nilai bagaimana menghargai
kepedihan orang lain. Sangat berperasaan dan
dalam." —Sonia (Pengulas Buku)
A Hunger Like No other - Kresley Cole
2011-03-17
After 150 years of hellish torture at the hands of
the vampire horde, Lachlain, king of the Lykae
(werewolf) clan, escapes his captors. He's
disoriented and full of hatred, and yet he finds
the mate he's been longing for for 1200 years in
a small, delicate vampire. Desperate to find
information on her parents, Emmaline Troy, a
timid, overprotected half vampire/ half valkyrie,
had travelled to Paris away from the protection
of her valkyrie aunts for the first time in her
young life (she's only 70), but she manages to be
kidnapped by a raging Lykae who's tender to her
one minute, though-if he is reminded she's a
vampire-furious the next…
The Fisherman King - Kathrina Mohd Daud
2020-11-16
[Finalist for the 2020 Epigram Books Fiction
Prize] Eight years ago, Lisan the fisherman, who
has always believed he was descended from
royalty, left his wife and the Water Village. Now
he’s back, and he says he can prove it. Six
hundred years ago, a forbidden relationship
between the royal children of Brunei set into
motion a chain of events that will end with the
death of a king...or the death of a god. As the
story of Lisan’s true intentions – and what he
was really doing in those years away – unravels,
the story of those doomed royal children also
spins to its inevitable conclusion.
And Justice There Is None - Deborah Crombie
2002-08-27
Award-winning author Deborah Crombie has
elevated the modern mystery novel to new
heights of human drama and multilayered
suspense with her critically acclaimed tales of
intrigue featuring Scotland Yard Detective
Superintendent Duncan Kincaid and Sergeant
Gemma James. In their latest outing, Kincaid and
his former partner--and soon-to-be roommate-follow a twisting trail of rage and retribution
whose buried roots are about to exact a deadly
toll on the living. And Justice There is None
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Gemma James is adjusting to professional and
personal changes that include her eagerly
sought promotion to the rank of inspector--and a
future now intricately entwined with Duncan
Kincaid. But her new responsibilities are put to
the test when she is placed in charge of a
particularly brutal homicide: The lovely young
wife of a wealthy antiques dealer has been found
murdered on fashionable Notting Hill. Dawn
Arrowood was six weeks pregnant. Her lover,
Alex Dunn, a porcelain dealer in London’s
bustling Portobello Market, appears absolutely
devastated by her death, but Gemma’s the main
focus of investigation is soon Karl Arrowood,
who had the most powerful motive for killing his
unfaithful wife. But this case sets off warning
bells for Duncan: it’s far too similar to an
unsolved murder in which an antiques dealer
was killed in precisely the same way and when
the escalating violence claims yet another
victim, he and Gemma find themselves at
increasing odds with each other--as two separate
investigations become linked in the most
startling of ways. Their hunt for a killer will
traverse the teeming stalls of the city’s antiques
markets to a decades-in-the-making vendetta of
history and hatred that has been honed to a
flawless, deadly point. To solve this case,
Gemma and Duncan must walk a merciless
razor’s edge through a place where true justice
will be a long time coming.
Tapping the Source - Kem Nunn 2012-06-19
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST Kem
Nunn’s “surf noir” classic is a thrilling plunge
into the seedy underbelly of a Southern
California beach town—the inspiration for the
film Point Break. People go to Huntington Beach
in search of the endless parties, the ultimate
highs, and the perfect waves. Ike Tucker has
come to look for his missing sister and for the
three men who may have murdered her. In that
place of gilded surfers and sun-bleached blonds,
Ike’s search takes him on a journey through a
twisted world of crazed Vietnam vets, sadistic
surfers, drug dealers, and mysterious seducers.
He looks into the shadows and finds parties that
drift toward pointless violence, joyless vacations,
and highs you may never come down from...and
a sea of old hatreds and dreams gone bad. And if
he’s not careful, his is a journey from which he
will never return.
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dramatic saga that will echo down through the
generations. Richly told and profoundly moving,
Pachinko is a story of love, sacrifice, ambition,
and loyalty. From bustling street markets to the
halls of Japan's finest universities to the
pachinko parlors of the criminal underworld,
Lee's complex and passionate characters-strong, stubborn women, devoted sisters and
sons, fathers shaken by moral crisis--survive and
thrive against the indifferent arc of history.
*Includes reading group guide*
PostSecret - Frank Warren 2005-11-29
The project that captured a nation's imagination.
The instructions were simple, but the results
were extraordinary. "You are invited to
anonymously contribute a secret to a group art
project. Your secret can be a regret, fear,
betrayal, desire, confession, or childhood
humiliation. Reveal anything -- as long as it is
true and you have never shared it with anyone
before. Be brief. Be legible. Be creative." It all
began with an idea Frank Warren had for a
community art project. He began handing out
postcards to strangers and leaving them in
public places -- asking people to write down a
secret they had never told anyone and mail it to
him, anonymously. The response was
overwhelming. The secrets were both
provocative and profound, and the cards
themselves were works of art -- carefully and
creatively constructed by hand. Addictively
compelling, the cards reveal our deepest fears,
desires, regrets, and obsessions. Frank calls
them "graphic haiku," beautiful, elegant, and
small in structure but powerfully emotional. As
Frank began posting the cards on his website,
PostSecret took on a life of its own, becoming
much more than a simple art project. It has
grown into a global phenomenon, exposing our
individual aspirations, fantasies, and frailties -our common humanity. Every day dozens of
postcards still make their way to Frank, with
postmarks from around the world, touching on
every aspect of human experience. This
extraordinary collection brings together the
most powerful, personal, and beautifully
intimate secrets Frank Warren has received -and brilliantly illuminates that human emotions
can be unique and universal at the same time.
The Dead and the Dark - Courtney Gould
2021-08-03

Easy - Tammara Webber 2012-10-09
A Contours of the Heart Novel The New York
Times Bestseller by Tammara Webber Rescued
by a stranger. Haunted by a secret Sometimes,
love isn’t easy… He watched her, but never
knew her. Until thanks to a chance encounter,
he became her savior… The attraction between
them was undeniable. Yet the past he’d worked
so hard to overcome, and the future she’d put so
much faith in, threatened to tear them apart.
Only together could they fight the pain and guilt,
face the truth—and find the unexpected power of
love. A groundbreaking novel in the New Adult
genre, Easy faces one girl's struggle to regain
the trust she's lost, find the inner strength to
fight back against an attacker, and accept the
peace she finds in the arms of a secretive boy. A
college age, New Adult Romance
Pachinko (National Book Award Finalist) Min Jin Lee 2017-02-07
A New York Times Top Ten Book of the Year and
National Book Award finalist, Pachinko is an
"extraordinary epic" of four generations of a
poor Korean immigrant family as they fight to
control their destiny in 20th-century Japan (San
Francisco Chronicle). NEW YORK TIMES
NOTABLE BOOK OF 2017 * A USA TODAY TOP
TEN OF 2017 * JULY PICK FOR THE PBS
NEWSHOUR-NEW YORK TIMES BOOK CLUB
NOW READ THIS * FINALIST FOR THE
2018DAYTON LITERARY PEACE PRIZE*
WINNER OF THE MEDICI BOOK CLUB PRIZE
Roxane Gay's Favorite Book of 2017,
Washington Post NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER * #1 BOSTON GLOBE
BESTSELLER * USA TODAY BESTSELLER *
WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER *
WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER "There
could only be a few winners, and a lot of losers.
And yet we played on, because we had hope that
we might be the lucky ones." In the early 1900s,
teenaged Sunja, the adored daughter of a
crippled fisherman, falls for a wealthy stranger
at the seashore near her home in Korea. He
promises her the world, but when she discovers
she is pregnant--and that her lover is married-she refuses to be bought. Instead, she accepts
an offer of marriage from a gentle, sickly
minister passing through on his way to Japan.
But her decision to abandon her home, and to
reject her son's powerful father, sets off a
puncak-bukit-kemesraan-enny-arrow
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"Imagine Riverdale crossing streams with
Stephen King's The Outsider and you'll get a
sense of this gripping supernatural
mystery...Gould's debut begins as a snappy
paranormal yarn and unspools into a profound
story about the complex interplay between grief,
guilt, and identity." - Oprah Daily Courtney
Gould’s thrilling YA debut The Dead and the
Dark is about the things that lurk in dark
corners, the parts of you that can’t remain
hidden, and about finding home in places—and
people—you didn’t expect. The Dark has been
waiting—and it won't stay hidden any longer.
Something is wrong in Snakebite, Oregon.
Teenagers are disappearing, some turning up
dead, the weather isn’t normal, and all fingers
point to TV’s most popular ghost hunters who
have just come to town. Logan Ortiz-Woodley,
daughter of TV's ParaSpectors, has never been
to Snakebite before. But the moment she and
her dads arrive, she starts to get the feeling that
there's more than ghosts plaguing this small
town. Ashley Barton’s boyfriend was the first
teen to go missing, and she’s felt his ghost
following her ever since. Although everyone
shuns the Ortiz-Woodleys, the mysterious Logan
may be the only person who can help Ashley get
some answers. When Ashley and Logan team up
to figure out who—or what—is haunting
Snakebite, their investigation reveals truths
about the town, their families, and themselves
that neither of them are ready for. As the danger
intensifies, they realize that their growing
feelings for each other could be a light in the
darkness.
The Mandarins - Simone de Beauvoir 1999
In her most famous novel, The Mandarins,
Simone de Beauvoir takes an unflinching look at
Parisian intellectual society at the end of World
War II. In fictionally relating the stories of those
around her -- Jean-Paul Sartre, Albert Camus,
Arthur Koestler, Nelson Algren -- de Beauvoir
dissects the emotional and philosophical
currents of her time. At once an engrossing
drama and an intriguing political tale, The
Mandarins is the emotional odyssey of a woman
torn between her inner desires and her public
life. "Much more than a roman a clef . . . a
moving and engrossing novel." -- New York
Times
A Proper Woman - Thavry Thon 2017-01-16
puncak-bukit-kemesraan-enny-arrow

This is the true story of a young Cambodian
woman who has challenged her country's social
and cultural norms throughout her life and as a
consequence has become an ambassador for
female empowerment. Growing up on an island
in the Bassac River, removed from many of the
conveniences of modern life and surrounded by
traditional customs and thought, Thavry's story
is one of inspiration to females around the world.
As Cambodia slowly recovers from the great
turmoil and destruction of civil war and the
Khmer Rouge, rural life largely returned to
familiar, century-old ways. For women, this
meant marrying young, bearing children and
working on the family farm, with little say in
anything. But with support from her parents,
whose own childhood experiences had been
greatly shaped by the four years of Khmer Rouge
rule, Thavry was taught to value education as a
means of breaking from the confines of the
village and to forge her own independent future.
Her inspiring story shows that encouraging
young women to believe in their dreams - and
supporting them to do so - can lead to a freedom
to learn and grow unknown to earlier
generations.
Albert Einstein - Albrecht Fölsing 1998
A biography of Albert Einstein also delves into
his development both personally and as a
scientist, exploring everything from his
childhood idiosyncrasies to overheard
conversations with colleagues
WordPress Web Application Development Second Edition - Rakhitha Nimesh Ratnayake
2015-05-28
This book is intended for WordPress developers
and designers who want to develop quality web
applications within a limited time frame and for
maximum profit. Prior knowledge of basic web
development and design is assumed.
Wallbanger - Alice Clayton 2013-02-14
“An instant classic…highly recommended!”
—New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling
author Jennifer Probst USA TODAY bestselling
indie author Alice Clayton delights readers with
the sexy, laugh-out-loud romance of Caroline and
Simon in Wallbanger, the first book in the
Cocktail series! The first night after Caroline
moves into her fantastic new San Francisco
apartment, she realizes she’s gaining
an—um—intimate knowledge of her new
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neighbor’s nocturnal adventures. Thanks to
paper-thin walls and the guy’s athletic prowess,
she can hear not just his bed banging against the
wall but the ecstatic response of what seems (as
loud night after loud night goes by) like an
endless parade of women. And since Caroline is
currently on a self-imposed “dating hiatus,” and
her neighbor is clearly lethally attractive to
women, she finds her fantasies keep her awake
even longer than the noise. So when the
wallbanging threatens to literally bounce her out
of bed, Caroline, clad in sexual frustration and a
pink baby-doll nightie, confronts Simon Parker,
her heard-but-never-seen neighbor. The tension
between them is as thick as the walls are thin,
and the results just as mixed. Suddenly, Caroline
is finding she may have discovered a whole new
definition of neighborly… In a delicious mix of
silly and steamy, Alice Clayton dishes out a hot
and hilarious tale of exasperation at first sight.
The Old House & Other Stories - Guat Eng
Chuah 2007
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MATLAB and SIMULINK for Engineers Agam Kumar Tyagi 2011-12-08
MATLAB is a high-performance technical
computing language. It has an incredibly rich
variety of functions and vast programming
capabilities. SIMULINK is a software package
for modeling, simulating, and analysing dynamic
systems. MATLAB and SIMULINK are integrated
and one can simulate, analyse, or revise the
models in either environment. The book
MATLAB and SIMULINK for Engineers aims to
capture the beauty of these software and serve
as a self study material for engineering students
who would be required to use these software for
varied courses.
Going Raw - Judita Wignall 2011-05
Going Raw gives you everything you need to
start enjoying the benefits of a raw-food lifestyle,
all in gorgeous, mouthwatering color
photography. Plus, a 30-minute bonus DVD
features various food preparation techniques,
finished presentations, and "raw fo
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